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Title word cross-reference

(1+ ε, β) [EZ06], (n, k) [BRS18], 2m [HL99], 2 [GGT18], ∆ [GHM21, GHS17], ℓ [Tau14], F [SA95], k [AGT10, AM97, CMQR23, GKS08, HKR19, HP05, PSS08], log n [AE18], m [MT94], n – k + 1 [BRS18], o(m) [MK21], Ω [Zie10], π [LV10], r [DT01], t < n/8 [ZIP95].

-calculus [LV10], -channels [SA95], -clock [HL99], -coloring [GHM21], -exclusion [AM97, Tau14], -majority [CMQR23], -operators [DT01].
-register [MT94], -service [HKR19], -set [BRS18, HP05], -shot [GKS08].
-simultaneous [AGT10], -spanners [EZ06].

07 [Pel08].

2-Choices [CNS21], 2-edge-connectivity [CHD20], 2003 [Fic05], 2005 [Fra07], 2007 [Wat09], 2008 [PS10b, Tau10], 2009 [Alv11, Kei11], 2010

Ability [FG01]. abstract [BKT97, Jon94, KLN11]. abstraction [Gra99],
abstractions [Ksh04]. Access [Baz01, BKK16, CKR09, EFT16]. accessed
[AMW05]. achieve [CCW95]. achievement [CT96]. Achieving
[BR91a, BNP97, WS09]. Acknowledgement [Ano21]. Action
[KS03, HF89, MDH86]. actions [KS92b]. Activating [Pel07]. Active
[CM05]. actively [MSS22]. ad
[AMZ12, CGR02, DGW05, GNZ17, HWY19, KP05, Pel07]. ad-hoc [AMZ12],
adapting [ABS16]. Adaptive [AT10, AB02, CS94, KA07, AST02, AD07,
AFG02, AKW06, BEW11, CCW95, DH07, KA12, RSZ13]. Adding [DGK20],
addition [ALK15]. additive [CHHM15, CHKY18, Par17]. addressing
[GGH05]. adjacent [CM10]. adjusting [AKT14, ZB92]. advantage [BT18].
Adversarial [PST15, CRK09, HST12, ORZ18, SV19]. adversities
[HR13, JYZ20, KKM19, LL15]. adversary [Asp15, AB05, DGFT11a].
advice [DGFK15, FGP09]. against [KKM19, LL15, SV19]. agent [KKS17].
agents [Bro87, DP14, DFS06, FOV08, KK15]. aggregate [YZC16].
aggregation [ABM17, Yu11]. Agreement
[HKK08, PCR14, AWH92, AHR95, BR91b, CHT20, Coa93, Cry91,
DGFTT13, Fek90, FHS22, GP21, Had87, HP05, LL15, MG15, MRT08,
PT92, SAA95, ZIP95, ZB92, Zie10, AC11]. agreement-oriented
[MRT08]. Algebraic [Bro92, CHKS19, HH86, ABL13]. algorithm
[AT12, AFG02, BE10, BGR01, BGP19, CLM17, CSC11, CSZ10, Ciu94, FM04,
FZ15, FO23, Ger99, GK93, GGP97, GHV01, HHS7, Hua06, IRW13, JRS02,
KC99, KGM99, KP08a, MRZ11, NdM16, P114, Pix88, PSL00, Rhe98, SS17,
SAA95, SW10, Waw15, W800, Ya95, ZB92]. Algorithms
[Mat87, AFS11, AD07, ACR91, AP91, AT96, AM97, ACY21, BC95, BNN90,
BN91, BE14, BBEEKS23, BG87, BCD13, BE11, CHEF19, CHPS20,
CM86b, CBM21, CSZ10, CPS17, CDN18, DRS23, EFO22, EKS16, EZ06,
Fek90, GM87, HP15, JSX16, KS92a, KKS10, KKT12, KKV13, KY11, Lam90,
LW05, MVP07, MS14, PR01, PS10a, pet10, Sin91, ST87, TS11, VJ94].
allocation [Jou10, Rhe98, YEFH03]. allow [FGM01]. Allowing [BKT15].
Almost [BBS21]. alternative [KKS17]. alternator [GH07]. Alternators
[HH03]. altruists [KFFH12]. amnesiac [HT23]. amoebot [DRS23]. among
[BKT97]. amortized [BHMT23]. Analysis
[FHS22, Pac91, BR91b, BKM96, CP88, DFN18, HR05, HP10, LM91].
analyzing [LM95]. AND-requests [TL95]. anniversary [DS08].
Announcement [Att12]. Anonymous
[BR13, BRS18, GR07, AFR06, CJO17, CMG12, DP14, DFY20b, DN17,
FK17, FPP01, Gel18, KS01, Pel07, Waw15]. Anti [Zie10]. Anti-
[RZ23]. ANTS [FK17b]. AODV [vGHT16]. application [DN17, HR94].
applications

Bounds [Haj94, AMW05, BSD88, BV03, BD97, CR10, CM22, EK11, FK17a, GVB21, Gou95, GHS17, HM16, HP05, JY20, KW21, Lam06b, LW16, PST16, Tau14].


Broadcast [MK21, AFR06, BKM96, BD97, CCKL06, Cin94, GP21, GHHK15, GM87, MMSA93, PPS17, PST16, Zie08, PS02]. Broadcasting [EGS09, FP10, KP07, BEF16, CGR02, EKP16, FGP21, GFM01, GGL13, GKS08, HKS08, JLC07]. broadcasts [BSD88, ST87]. broker [CB01].

buffered [KKS10]. buffers [KR90]. Building [JLC07]. bulletin [KPT11]. Byzantine [ACM06, ACD23, AMW05, AW92, Baz00, Baz01, BDD16, BD22, CCG22, CNG05, DPFBR20, DGFTT13, EMGR22, FHS22, GP21, GM21, Had87, HHH08, KT22, MR98, MMT08, MG15, OBG08, PCR14, SAAA95, WBB12, ZIP95, ZB92]. Byzantine-resilient [CNV05].


Connectivity [Had87, CHD20]. Consensus
[BND91, CDN08, WBB12, WSS19, AGT10, ACT00, AT12, AAS18, Asp03,
Asp12, Asp15, AB05, BNP97, BCT17, BG93, BCG22, BPV06, BN94, CGM22,
CBM21, CNV05, DGK07, EHT07, FLM86, FN19, GK11, Gel18, GM21,
GKS22h, GKS22a, HTT22, HR99, Lam06b, MM08, MNV11, MMSA93,
MRR04, MRR06, PSL00, Sch97a, Sch97b, TS11, LH00]. consistency
[BOEY03, Bri99, CHK14, CT96, DGS19, Fri95, Ger99, JPZ99, KG22, Liv93,
LD99]. consistent [AB19, Gra99, MMT08, NT93]. Constant
[KW05, Mit97, BOEY03, EN22, KT12, LPSP06, TRA99]. constant-hopbound
[EN22]. Constant-time [KW05]. Constraint [Sin99]. Constraint-based
[Sin99]. constructing [EZ06, GM87, HK09, JRS02, Lin88]. construction
[CHKY18, DJ09, EN18, HR94, MS16, Mic18, Mii87]. constructions
[EFT16, FK20, Moi01]. containing [GGP07, Hua06, KP86, KT12]. content
[RB06, TK06]. content-based [TK06]. Contention
[BMII08, CHN15, FGN19, AB05, SB12, Zie09]. Contention-free
[BMIY08]. continual [CFH+22]. Continuous [MM08, ABS16, GGGK11].
contracts [DGK20]. control [ABS87, BKS89, BG73, DRS23, Raj89].
controllability [He12]. controlled [ML97, MG04]. controller [EK11].
Convergence [AAG93, BBM01]. cooks [MS18]. cooperation [MRS06].
coordination [BNBOD89, HR05, HS08, NT93]. copies [AGE98]. CORBA
[CB01]. core [CN821]. cores [GGT18]. Correction [GKS22b]. correctness
[AT12]. correlation [YG99]. cost
[Baz01, BFM21, Ciu94, DB93, FPS05, HS08, INS09, MP16]. coteries
[INK95]. count [FP01]. counter [Kes95]. counterfactuals [HM04].
counters [AB19, BHMT23]. Counting
[AA95, DMS02, GKM07, HSW96, LR19, MMT08]. Coupling [FMIP06].
cover [GS14]. coverage [EKS16]. covering [BBEiK23, KY11]. crash
[ACT00, AW92, DPPGP20, VJ94]. crash-recovery [ACT00]. crashes
[GR04, KFK12]. Create [HG01]. Critique [Lam92]. Cross [vGGT23].
Cross-chain [vGGT23]. crossbar [KKS10]. Crumbling [PW97].
cryptocurrency [GKS22b, GKS22a]. cryptographic [Gol03, MR03].
data [EKR11, GP03, HST12, LM91, ST16, XTB08]. database [Br02].
databases [BG87, BR91a, KS92b]. dataflow [Jon94, Lam08]. deblock
[Ruk91]. deadline [GGK11]. Deadlock [BR91b, HL89, BT87, Sin91].
Deadlock-free [HL89, Sin91]. deadlocks [TL95]. decades [FM03].
Decentralization [BKS89]. Decidability [Fin94]. Deciding [AFP20].
decision [CH01, FGP14]. decision-theoretic [CH01]. decomposition
[BE10, NdM16]. decompositions [KP08b]. decoupled [SCA15].
decreasing [BFM21]. dedicated [DS08]. Defending [SV19]. defense
[KPY18]. defining [PT92, Udd86]. definitions [ANH95]. deflection
[Haj91]. degradation [LJ19]. degrading [AT10]. degree


Demand [AMS20, BC95]. Demand-aware [AMS20]. dependency [AG07].

dependent [OR96, SL87]. deployment [EKP16]. depth [DJV00, HC93, NdM16]. depth-first [DJV00, HC93]. deque [HLS06].


Derandomizing [CHPS20, CIK11]. derivation [Kes95]. derive [ST87]. Deriving [Kmhb96, KK99]. Design [KR90, Ebe91]. designs [AMS20]. despite [FH17, RSZ13]. Detecting [CK20, SM94, Sto00, EFO22]. Detection [CG98, AGE98, ACT00, BYG19, GLS12, GHK15, HR94, KKM15, LMM07, MS94, Mal87, MVP07, Ruk91]. detector [DGS19, EHT17, GHN09, HR99, MRT08, Sch97a, Sch97b, Zie10]. detectors [AKN12, BD76, BR13, CD80, Gue02, GKO8, GKK08, HR05, HP05, PSH12].

Determining [MNS17]. Deterministic [CGR02, DP15, KP07, BE13, BT18, BBP19, Fis20, KKS17, MP16, PST16]. devices [MR93]. DEX [PRT16]. diagnosis [Coa93]. diagnostic [CC95].


disjoint [EFT16, JT21]. disjoint-access [EFT16]. Disk [ACM06, CM05, GL03]. dissemination [AMZ12, CEW13, FH17].

dissipation [Kes95]. Distance [Sli07, LPSP19, SDP15]. distinct [BK07, KK15]. Distributed [AFS11, ABS7, BE13, BO22, BDK15, BT87, BPS11, CHKY18, CS88, CKV22, CFH+22, CPS17, Cla86, DJ09, DDS20, EKS16, EKR11, FPV17, FGP09, GM87, HK18, HKR19, HS07, HT09, KKM07, KYS01, LPW13, LPSP19, LPSP06, MRS06, MSS22, OR96, Pe10, SB14, TH09, WW04, ACHL20, ADL90, ABS88, ABS18, AK09, BGM86, BE10, BE14, BKT97, BKT15, BEiKS23, BBS12, BKA12, BGR01, BCD13, BR91a, BN94, BHS18, BHS22, CP88, CHF19, CHGH19, CHPS20, CHD20, CBS09, CSC11, CG21, CP89, Cri91, EFO22, EMGR22, EZ06, EN18, FM04, FF02, FR03, FLMS86, FM03, Fis20, FO23, FGP14, FS12, GSP07, GP03, GHH20, GMB21, GGP07, GM89, CT91, OR96, GND07, HM16].

distributed [HF89, HR05, HST12, HH87, HP15, HR94, HMR00, HJ15, HR13, HU08, HMM12, Hie12, HMM14, INS09, JSX16, JRS02, KP92, KR90, KGM99, KP08a, KKT12, KPS10, Ksh98, KW05, Lam90, LW86, Lis93, LMM07, ML97, MM00, Mat87, MRZ11, MS16, Mic18, MG04, MS14, MS97,
NdM16, NYD21, PR01, PS10a, PJ91, PSS08, SDP15, SS94, Sch95, SM94, SA95, SL87, Sin91, Sto00, TT19, TRA99, WZ17, vLT87. Distribution [Gor10, ABM17]. Do [GRS04]. Do-All [GRS04]. does [FK00]. dominating [JRS02, KW05, LPW13, Waw15]. Doomsday [LMM07]. drinking [WL93]. dual [PS10a]. Dynamic [BHS22, Sch06, AM05, BCF11, BV02, BKM96, CST15, DDS20, DFN18, DIM93, EKR14, GGH05, GLS10, HLS06, IRW13, JYZ20, Kor07, KP08b, MSS22, MNV11, Myo93, NW05, WSS19].
dynamic-sized [HLS06]. Dynamics [HS12, ABH16, BCT17, CNS21, CMQ2R23, FM11].
each [BKT15]. Early [Sch97a, Sch97b]. Easy [FLM86]. Eclecticism [FGP06]. edge [BE13, CHD20, GHU20, HT09, Mit97]. editing [KG22].
examples [ST16]. exclusion [AM97, AK01, AK02, AKH03, AB02, BGM86, BKK16, CSZ10, CS94, DG10, GR19, HW11, Her00, Jau00, KA06, KA07, KA12, Sin91, Tau14, YA95, vLS87]. exclusive [DNN17, TL95]. execution [MG04, TH09]. Exhaustive [CP88]. existence [Bla86]. expanders [PT14, PRT16]. expansion [AW09, NdM16].

facility [HP15]. fading [FGN19]. Failure [ACT00, GKO8, PSW12, AK12, BNBO89, BR13, DGS19, DGK07, EHT07, Gue02, GKK08, GHN09, HP05, HR99, MRT08, Sch97a, Sch97b, Zie10]. Failures [Vog91, AH95, AHW92, DGFT11b, GS91, Had87, KT22, MNV11, OBG08, WS07]. Fair [LM16, vDS87, Bla86, CI1K11, Mic18]. Fairness


[AFG93, Lam00, AFK88, BK98, DFP04, Hes99, PSW12].
LPW13, LPSP06, SW10]. Greedy [AK09, BAES95, FG14, JSX16, SB12], grid [BUW20]. group [Cri91, Jou00, Jou10, Sch06]. growth [CFH+22]. guarantees [vGGT23]. guard [Sch90].


Introduction [And01, Are07, AR03, DS08, Fic05, Gue06, Had97, Kut06, Mar05, Mer93, Mer99, Mos18, Raj05, Sch92, Sha02]. invocation [Caz03]. ISPs [PST15]. Issue [Fra07, Agu14, Alv11, Att16, Att17, Att19, Att20,
Att21a, Att21b, Att22a, Att22b, Att23, DS08, Fic05, Fra13, Kei11, Kut06, LS13, Mos18, Pan15, PS10b, Pel08, Pel13, Tau10, Tau15, Wat09. **issues** [Cla86]. **iteration** [AAG93]. **iterative** [GRS04, LW05].

jamming [KPY18, RSZ13]. **joint** [KS92b]. **journal** [Gou86].

**Keeping** [MS97]. **key** [DFY05]. **Knowledge** [FHV97, FP15, MT93, CGM12, HF89, Hal00, HM04, HR05, HP10, KSV13, MM08, MDH06, NT93, PPS17, PT92]. **Knowledge-based** [FHV97, Hal00, HP10]. **knowledge-theoretic** [HR05]. **Known** [KP07, GPX07, GKS08].

labeling [FPSP19, Kor07, KP08b, KKP10]. **labels** [FPP01]. **Lake** [Lam92]. **languages** [AFK88, BBM01]. **large** [BPS11, DPKZ17, HK18, Yu11]. **large-scale** [Yu11]. **Last** [SW22]. **Last-use** [SW22]. **latency** [Zie08]. **latest** [MS97]. **lattice** [AHR95]. **law** [FG14]. **layer** [KLN11]. **layouts** [FNP01]. **Laziness** [Moi01]. **Lazy** [LLR99, Ger99, JPZ99, Moi01]. **Leader** [DP14, GLS12, AA00a, BGJ07, BT18, BKM06, CPR20, DS18, FP01, FP11, FP15, IRW13, MOY12, RFS07, SAAA95, Sin97]. **Leakage** [BGK14]. **Leakage-resilient** [BGK14]. **learn** [CM86a]. **learning** [EMGR22, SV19]. **legitimate** [AKL15]. **lemma** [CPS17]. **level** [AR97, Fri95, FP15]. **Leveraging** [HWY19]. **Life** [CHT20]. **limitations** [AKS18, Bla86, CG98]. **limited** [BNBOD89, DFY22, FHK17, HP05]. **limited-scope** [HP05]. **LiMoSense** [EKR14]. **line** [AP91, CKO19, DS03]. **Linear** [EN22, GHS17, AP91, DS18, FM04, FGM01, KW86, Myo93, Pet10, RT16, ZIP95]. **Linear-in**- [GHS17]. **linear-messages** [ZIP95]. **Linear-size** [EN22]. **linear-time** [FM04]. **Linearizable** [CR23, HSW96, MMT08]. **linearization** [Hes94, Res95]. **Linial** [MT22]. **link** [AH95, GS91, WS07]. **links** [SAAA95]. **Lipschitz** [SS01]. **lists** [MT22]. **live** [BCG22, EKR14]. **lived** [AST02, BHMT23, BEW11, WSS19]. **livelock** [FK00]. **liveness** [AT10, AS87, SL87]. **Load** [KPT11, AFS11, ABS16, LW16, RB06]. **local** [AM97, CHFS20, CHM19, CPS17, DGFT11b, KA06, KA07, KSV13, MNS17, MS16, Waw15, BBS21, GHS17]. **local-spin** [AM97]. **Locality** [FRT13, BCD13]. **Localization** [CKP15]. **localized** [GP03, KSV13, PT14]. **locally** [AFP20, CJK11, FSY20]. **location** [CPP02, HP15, SII07]. **Lock** [DMS02, GGH05, LMS08]. **Lock-free** [DMS02, GGH05, LMS08]. **log** [CMP12]. **log-space** [CKP12]. **logarithmic** [HP15, HW11]. **logging** [ABN02]. **logic** [BK98, HJV15, LV10, PJ91]. **logical** [GS98, Ksh10, TRA99]. **logically** [CMS18, Go19]. **loneliness** [GLS12]. **Long** [AST02, BHMT23, BEW11, GGL13]. **Long-lived** [BHMT23, BEW11]. **long-range** [GGL13]. **Look** [DDN14, ACR19]. **look-compute-move** [ACR19]. **LOTOS** [KhvB96, KK99]. **Lovász** [CPS17]. **Low** [CNV05, DB93, HIZ21, KKK12, Zie08, AHS21, AB05, DJ09, HST12, NdM16].
Low-Congestion [HIZ21, KKI21]. low-contention [AB05]. Low-cost [DB93]. low-delay [AHS21]. low-interference [DJ09]. Low-latency [Zie08].
Lower [BV03, BD97, FK17a, GVB21, Gon95, HKK08, KW21, Lam06b, ACHL20, AK02, BSD88, BUW20, CR10, GHS17, JYZ20, KA12, PST16].
lowest [FPS05]. lowest-cost [FPS05].
Maekawa [BC95, Sin91]. Maekawa-type [BC95, Sin91]. mailbox [AGL10].
Maintenance [LMP06]. major [AKH03]. majority [AAE08b, BER21, CMQR23, MNS17].
malicious [MS03]. management [HG01, SB12]. managing [AR97].
Manhattan [CMS13]. many [CM05, FOV08, GGT18, MS18]. many-cores [GGT18].
Mapping [KW86, Myo93]. mappings [LA92]. markets [CHM19].
massively [NS22]. matching [Fis20, HRZ20, KPS10, KY11, PS10a].
meassage-passing [KP93]. measured [PST13]. mechanical [Hes95].
Mechanism [FSS06, AK01, FPS05]. mechanisms [DMS15, LM16, Moi01].
media [AB93]. mediated [MOY12]. meet [CKP12]. Meeting [DFY20b, GGK11, CDN18]. meeting-points [CDN18]. meets [ABM17].
membership [Cri91]. memories [BMP06, GHS10]. memory [ACM06, ANH95, AKS18, AMW05, AKH03, AHS21, ABS18, AFR06, Asp12, Att16, BHS18, BHS22, CLM17, DGW05, FP11, GLS10, Gra99, GGT18, GR07, HS07, HG01, IFR20, MT93, MNS17, SCA15, SB12, SB14, ST97, SW22].
mesh [BAES95]. message [ABM02, AW92, AN05, BKN19, CLM17, CGM12, CCW95, CDS01, CH01, CEW13, DGFT11b, FM04, FGM01, HL89, HRZ20, KS98, OBG08, PS02].
message-complexity [FGM01]. message-logging [ABM02].
message-passing [AN05, CDS01, DGFT11b, HRZ20]. messages [BND91, GSM07, GM21, KPS10, LPSP19, MK21, ZIP95]. metamorphic [WWA04]. method [Caz03]. methodology [Lin88]. methods [CHKS19].
metric [HP15, HS07]. metric-space [HS07]. middleware [CBP02].
Misleading [PST13]. missing [FP10, MG04]. mitigation [SCA15]. mixing [AW90]. mobile [AAP06, AMZ12, BLT16, BD97, DFY15, DPBRP20, DFV22, DFS06, DGW05, FP17, KK15, PPV15]. mobility [Gor10]. modal [HJV15].
mode [KK10]. Model [BKH98, GHS10, WS09, ACT00, AKV18, Asp12, BBS21, CHHM15, CBS09, CM22, CW90, DDN14, DRS23, EFT93, GM89, GHS17, HM16, HRZ20, Jon94, KPT11, LMR21, MK21, NDO86, Udd86].
Modeling [NL11, KS03]. Modelling [HF89, vGHT16]. models
[BSD88, BKT15, BBS12, CMQR23, EZ06, HJV15]. modify [FH04].
modular [Asp12, Myo93, Rhe98, WL93]. modules [KP86, LS92].
monitoring [DS03, EKR14, NYD21]. monitors [Gje88]. monotonicity
[INS09]. mortal [WBB12]. most [CCW95]. Move [DDN14, ACR19]. MPLS
[ABBM02]. MST [KKM15, LPSP06]. much [FP11]. Multi
[And94, CG21, AFG93, AK09, BYGI91, DKZ17, FDS95, KKS17, MP18,
PMCP22, Pix88, RSZ13]. multi-agent [KKS17]. multi-commodity [AK09].
multi-hop [BYGI91, RSZ13]. multi-mutator [Pix88]. multi-party
[AFG93, DKZ17, MP18]. Multi-shot [CG21]. multi-threaded [PMCP22].
multi-token [FDS95]. Multi-writer [And94]. multicaches [Bro90, Liv93].
multicast [Gol91, MMR00]. multicomputer [HL89]. Multidimensional
[MHG15]. multilevel [GS98, Tan94]. multiple
[AGE98, BKK16, CRK09, HWY19, Lin88]. Multiplicity [CRR23].
multiprocess [PZ86]. multiprocessor [BT95, EGZ20]. mutator [Pix88].
mutators [Jon92]. Mutual
[BGM86, AK01, AK02, AKH03, AB02, BKK16, CSZ10, CSH94, DG10, GR19,
HW11, Her00, Jot00, KA06, KA07, KA12, Sin91, YA95, vdS87].

Naming [ES94, CP89, PPV98]. Nash [BE10, BFM21]. Nash-Williams
[BE10]. nature [JSX16]. Near [LR19, ZY16, BPS11, EN18, PPV15].
near-cliques [BPS11]. near-gathering [PPV15]. Near-optimal
[LR19, ZY16]. Nearly [BNNS02, HM16, FZ15]. Necessary
[KS98, MMSA93]. needed [FP11]. neighborhood [BE13]. neighbors
[Sli07]. nested [Ruk91]. net [GM98, NRT90]. nets [BKS98, YEFH03].
network [AFP20, AMS20, BYGI91, BFM21, CHHM15, CPP02, FPP01,
GVB21, GM87, Gon95, HTW07, HS12, JLC07, MS16, PST15, Sin99].

Networks [FK00, KP07, AA95, AB19, ABH19, AAP06, AMZ12, BK07,
BM05, Bei07, BEF16, BG93, BDD16, BR91b, Bro87, BKM96, BD07, BDV07,
BMY08, CHGN14, CGM12, CDP16, CS88, CPR20, CCS17, CGR02, CKL06,
CKV22, CDN08, CNS21, CEW13, CK20, DKZ17, DJV00, DP14, DFN18,
DFS06, DGW05, EGS09, EK16, EKR14, FH04, FG14, FP10,
GGL13, GKM07, GPX07, GKS08, GHK15, GLS10, GNZ17, HKR18, HKW19,
HP01, HSW96, HT06, HS07, HL89, HC93, HW97, HT09, INK95, IRW13,
JYY20, JLC07, Jon94, Jot02, KP86, KP05, MMT08, MS10, MNS17, MSS22,
MP16, Mit97, MW08, NL11, NDO86, OR96, PR01, Pel07, PST16, RSZ13,
RB06, SDP15, SAAA95, SHD21, SB14, Waw15, WSS19, Yu11]. No
[GS14, BYGI91]. node [BKT15]. noise [CHGH19]. Noisy
[FN19, ABH19, FHK17]. Non
[Gue02, Sha19, DGFT11b, EM09, Moi01, SV19]. non-Bayesian [SV19].
Non-blocking [Gue02, Sha19, Moi01]. non-FIFO [EM09]. non-local
[DGFT11b]. Nonatomic [KA06]. nonblocking [HLS06]. nonuniform
[EHT07]. note [Ha100, Liv93]. notions [NRT90]. novel [GND07, LM95].
null [GM21]. number [ABS18, GKS22b, GKS22a]. numbers [GK11].
object [ADL90, AM97, CB01, LH00, Sli07, YG09]. object-based [ADL90].
Objects [MMT03, HK09, Tan20]. Oblivious [LDB05, Asp15, AB05, DFY15, DFY20b, DFV22, DN17, JYZ20].
obstruction [BRS18, GKK08]. obstruction-free [BRS18].
obstruction-freedom [GKK08]. obstructions [Hav00]. obstruction [BRS18, GKK08].
one-bit [BNNN90, BND91]. one-bit [BNNN90, BND91]. One [CPP02, BNNN90, BND91].
one-resilient. online [CSC11]. only [BKT15, Dim93, IF20]. onto [KW86, Myo93]. opacity [SW22]. open [GHH05].
Operator [GM89]. operators [DT01]. Optimistic [AMZ12]. Optimal [AP91, BMP06, BBEIKS23, DN17, GP21, INK95, KP07, MPSL04, SAAA95, YG09, ZIP95, ACM06, ADS22, ABL13, BNNS02, BGJ07, BOEY03, CDN18, CPP02, DFS06, DDM16, EN18, FM04, Fek90, FZ15, Gel18, Gon95, HM16, KS98, LR19, MRZ11, MFP07, Mii97, PCR14, SW10, VBA22, YEFH03, ZYC16]. optimal-message [FM04]. optimistic [ABS87, LMS08, VJ94].
Overcoming [Heic]. overhead [DGK07]. overlay [BK07, GKM07, JLC07]. overview [Ver88].

particles [DFY20a]. Partition [CHK14]. partitioned [BGM86]. parts [FHS22]. party [AFG93, DKZ17, MP18]. passing [AN05, CLM17, CGM12, CDS01, DGFT11b, HRZ20, KP93, OBG08].
Passive [MHN18]. passively [AAP06]. path [ABB02, ACM86, AK01, Hua06, OR96].
quorum-based [CMN02]. quorums [AM05].

[AAK89, BT18, GS91, KKS17]. Rings [LMP06, BGJ07, DNN14, DNN17, DDS20, DN17, FDS95, HL99, HHH03, INK95, Si07, vLT87]. RMR [GHW12, HW11]. RMR-complexity [HW11]. RMR-efficient [GHW12]. RNC [EN22]. robot [ACR19, BLT16, WWA04]. robots [CDN18, CDN19b, CKP15, CKO19, DFY15, DPBRP20, DFY20b, DFV22, DN17, FPV17, KW21, PPV15]. robust [AAE08b, CHGH19, GLS10, HK09, JLC07, KS92a]. robustness [MRT08]. rollback [ABS87, IFR20]. rollback-only [IFR20]. rooted [DJV00, Mit97, WSS19]. rotor [KKS17]. rotor-router [KKS17]. round [HK18]. rounding [Fis20]. router [KKS17]. routers [TK06]. routing [BAES95, BCD13, DS86, EN18, FK00, FPS05, FSS06, FRS11, FG97, FGM01, FG14, Ha91, HP01, HL89, LPSP19, RGB13, RT16, vGHT16]. rumor [AE18, DDM16, FN19].


Secretary [CHM19]. section [Gue12]. Secure [DKZ17, MMR00, Yu11, GNZ17]. security [GS98]. selected [Agu14, Fra13, Gue12, Kei11, Pan15]. selection [JSX16, LLR17]. Self [AB93, BCP19, DJV00, DPBRP20, DIM93, DT01, FDS95, HT06, Her92, HC93, HW97, HL99, KP93, AKT14, BBM01, BGJ07, BT18, BKN9, BV02, CSZ10, CMM02, Di86, DKO8, FZ15, FMIP06, G93, GGP97, GGP07, Hua06, KC99, KT12, KKM15, LR19, Mil87, MOY12, PT14, PRT16, SS17, VBA22, ZB92]. self-adjusting [AKT14, ZB92]. self-healing [PT14, PRT16, SS17].

FMIP06, Her92, KT12, VK20, VBA22. **stabilizing** [BBM01, BGJ07, BCP19, BT18, BKN19, CBM21, CSZ10, CMN02, DJV00, DPBRP20, DK08, FDS95, GK93, GGP97, GGP07, HT06, HC93, HW97, HL99, Hua06, KC99, KP93, KKM15, MOY12]. **Stable** [DS18, ZIM15, KPS10, MS94, MS16, SS94]. **Stacks** [CRR23, AGM07, ST16]. **stamps** [IL93]. **stars** [PST13]. **state** [AAP06, BG14, Jos88, LS92, Mil87, VK20]. **state-based** [Jos88]. **states** [ALK15, CSC11]. **stealing** [��M01, BGG07, BCP19, BT18, BKN19, CBM21, CSZ10, CMN02, DJV00, DPBRP20, DK08, FDS95, GK93, GGP97, GGP07, HT06, HC93, HW97, HL99, Hua06, KC99, KP93, KKM15, MOY12]. **Strong** [KG22, SS94, SW22]. **structure** [HST12, Tau20]. **structures** [GP03, ST16]. **Structuring** [CHGN14, Sin99]. **study** [DL12, MDH86, PSL00]. **Sub** [HP15, HW11]. **Sub-logarithmic** [HP15, HW11]. **Sublinear** [EFO22]. **Sublinear-time** [EFO22]. **Sublogarithmic** [BE10, GS14]. **sublogarithmic-time** [GS14]. **success** [vGGT23]. **sufficient** [KS98, MMSA93]. **sum** [FSH22]. **Superstabilizing** [Her00]. **support** [SW22]. **survivor** [JMP10]. **suspend** [IFR20]. **suspend/resume** [IFR20]. **swarms** [ZIM15]. **switches** [KK10]. **sybils** [KFI12]. **Symbolic** [BKA12, EFT93]. **symmetric** [ES94]. **symmetry** [DP15]. **synchronization** [CM10, Cre89, EGZ20, FL06, Fri95, GM04, HS91, Lam03, MG04, Moi01, TB93, WS07]. **synchronized** [Lik93, VK20]. **synchronizing** [Mii87]. **Synchronous** [Baz00, CBMT96, MRR06, BV02, BUW20, CDS01, Cri91, G3M07, GRS04, Gol91, GM21, NYD21, OGB08, WS07]. **synchrony** [ADGT08, ADGT12, AMZ12, WS09]. **synthesis** [BKA12, San12, YEFH03]. **Synthesizing** [Raj89, VBA22]. **system** [ADL90, BKT15, CKP15, G3M07, Hie12, LS92, MS97, NDO86, P191, Sh97a, Sch97b]. **systems** [Am05, AG07, ADGT08, AMW05, AKV18, AAG93, AN05, AFR06, BG14, BC95, BGM86, Baz00, Baz01, BBM01, BEF16, BR13, CP88, CGM12, CBS09, CSC11, CP89, Cri91, DGFT11b, Dim93, DK08, FHS22, FS12, Goe88, GM89, GS98, Gue02, GV10, HHT22, HF89, HNN12, Jon10, JIP10, KFH12, KP93, KT12, Koz12, KSW10, KS03, L393, LM91, MR98, MM00, MHG15, MT93, NW05, NRT90, OBG08, PT92, PW97, Pe91, PMCP22, Pix88, SS94, SL87, Sin91, Ssa00, Tra99, Udd86, WS07, Yu06]. **systems-on-chip** [FS12]. **Systolic** [CM86b, KR90, KW86, L391, Myo93, Ra99]. **systolizing** [LBH91].

tables [GGH05]. **talkative** [BT18]. **talking** [Jon02]. **TAP** [CHD20]. **tasks** [CDS01, DGFT11b]. **taxonomy** [Gor10]. **technique** [ACHL20, BG87, LM95]. **Techniques** [CG98, MG05]. **temporal** [NDO86]. **Terminating** [Mic18]. **Termination** [HT23, ACR19, AN05, Fin94, HR94, LMM07, Mat87, MVP07]. **test** [GW19, Hu08, HNN12, HNN14, TV02]. **test-and-set** [GW19, TV02]. **testing** [CCT22, CHFV19, Hie12, LMR21, MHN18, San12]. their [CG98, KS98]. **them** [KKM19]. **theorem** [Lam90]. **theoretic** [CH01, HR05]. **theoretical** [SS17]. **theory** [ACY21, Bla86, FM03, FG01, San12, SB12].
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